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Supplier competence counts

Go “INCOGNITO”
We are pleased to announce a
private-format CV presentation.
This concept enables job seekers to post their CVs in incognito
mode – to expose their skills, education, work experience and
credentials to the top recruiters in the country, without revealing
their identity.
The recruiters will be able to request contact with a job seeker who
chose incognito mode, and the job seeker will have the choice of
accepting or rejecting the contact request. If the job seeker accepts
the request, the contact details will be sent to the recruiter, and the
recruitment process will continue from there.
In the incognito mode, a job seeker also has the option of
predefining which recruitment agencies get to view his or her
contact details.
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n 2016 the need to reduce costs and maximise operational
efficiency dominated ICT project implementation,
particularly in terms of technology procurement.
No doubt that in 2017 the market will experience more of the
same.
The results of the ITWeb/ Taropa Technologies online
printing survey (page 6) offer some perspective in one
important area of business operation. Cost reduction, technical
competence and increased productivity stand out as key
factors in the survey which also found that printer purchasing
decisions are driven by service, cost and security.
We also feature insight into disruptive technologies, network
optimisation and skills development, areas that will play a key
role in defining the market in the year ahead.
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OPINION
By RACHEL EDELSTEIN, Grade 10 Student, King David Victory Park

What they won't tell
you about science at school
Why should girls feel that taking science is unnecessary, thus presuming
the guys will be the actuaries and rocket scientists?

T

owards the end of 2015, as a grade
nine student, I was forced to choose
the subjects that I would take for the rest
of my school career, which just happen
to determine what I will and will not be
able to study post high school. But, this
didn't really scare me all that much. I
knew I would take drama, Hebrew and
history, in addition to the compulsory
maths, Afrikaans or Zulu, English and life
orientation. At the time, I decided I'd take
the easy way out, and not choose science.
A couple of months later, for one of my
parents' many annual conferences, they
brought out a lecturer from America,
Dr Chris Emdin, who happens to be
a professor at Columbia University as
well as an inspiring teacher, who uses
hip-hop music to teach inner city kids
science in New York. While I sat at dinner
with him and my family, he asked what
subjects I had decided to take, and I was
embarrassed to leave science off of my list.
As the subject choice deadline crept up
on me, my decision felt less and less like
the right one. But why? I dreaded science
lessons and could not wait for the day I
no longer had this massive weight resting
on my shoulders, haunting my every
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move. (Okay, maybe that was a slight
exaggeration.)

Here is the method
behind my madness:
Biology was never an option, as I am one
of the most squeamish people I know,
if not the most. So, although studying
medicine has never been on the cards, I
don't have a clue about what I'd like to
study after school, and I wanted to keep
my options open.
I wanted to push myself. I have always
been ambitious and have always liked a
challenge – I definitely consider science
to be one, especially because my brain is
more linguistically wired. But, I know
the satisfying feeling of understanding a
concept and all of it finally making sense,
and getting so excited that the Periodic
Table seems like one of the most ingenious
creations in the world (which it probably
is). I also wanted to change my default
setting from wanting a full house of
distinctions to achieving a well-rounded
education, as well as stimulating content
rather than easy content.
But, above all, to put it simply: science
is everything. On the most basic of levels,

it is how the world works: it explains
when anything happens in nature, why
it happens and how it happens, and is
this one reason not enough on its own?
Why should one not want to learn about
and at least try to understand the crazy,
beautiful world we live in, even a little
bit. Not all of us can be scientists and
neurosurgeons and develop groundbreaking theories, but if we have the
chance to understand the world's
wonders slightly better, what possible
reason do we have not to take it? Even if
that means not getting a distinction in
matric, because – believe it or not – life
after matric does not depend on it.
Over and above the vital role that
science plays in our daily lives, why
should girls feel that taking science
is unnecessary, thus presuming the
guys will be the actuaries and rocket
scientists? Why are girls not encouraged
to take science? Why do we feel there
is no place for us in this field? While I
can't answer on behalf of the female
population, I can say I am proud to be
one of five girls in my science class, and
sometimes it's nice to give the boys a run
for their money.
So, it's still daunting for me, it stresses
me out and sometimes it makes me want
to cry out of sheer frustration. But I
know my reasons for taking the subject,
and I know they are the right ones. I
value how science has taught me how to
think critically and analytically. I know
how to question a seemingly legitimate
article that appears on social media, as
well as check my sources before making
an empty statement. Furthermore, it
is an attitude that I have since tried to
extend beyond my academics, and to my
life as a whole.
I most likely won't end up in a career
revolving around science, but as I've
now discovered, this isn't the only
reason for taking science as a subject.
So, not only will I take science for the
rest of my high school career, but I also
encourage as many students as possible,
girls especially, to take it – even if it
occasionally makes you want to cry.
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Anglo American halves
data centre floor space
Anglo American has consolidated three separate data rooms into
one smaller, more efficient and easier to monitor data centre.
This project has allowed the globally diversified mining business
to reduce floor space used at its Marshall Street head office, in
Johannesburg, by more than 50%, while also improving air
conditioning power consumption by at least 20%. "Anglo American
has managed to reduce floor space from between 200m2 to 300m2 to
around 100m2," states Ritesh Ramtahal, accommodation manager at
Anglo American in SA. "We have also significantly shrunk the more
than 15 years' worth of cabling used, creating a far neater, more
manageable space."
www.datacentrix.co.za

Wipro listed as
‘top employer’ for 2017
IT, consulting and business process services company Wipro has
been recognised as one of the ‘Top Employers' of SA for 2017. Of
the accolade from the Top Employers Institute South Africa, Gavin
Holme, business head, Africa, Wipro, said: "We firmly believe that
people form the foundation of an organisation.”
www.wipro.com

StarLink extends Tripwire
distribution to Africa
StarLink, the region's trusted security-specialised "true" valueadded-distributor, has expanded its distribution agreement with
Tripwire, a leading global provider of security, compliance and IT
operations solutions, to cover the Africa region. According to the
agreement, StarLink and Tripwire will partner to leverage their
strengths in security to help organisations.
www.starlinkme.net

Video etiquette:
preparing
for your
next video
conference

Paul Knauer, Java expert

Java
consultancy for
EOH MC
In a recent study conducted
by Careers24.com on the top
25 jobs with the rarest skills in
SA, Java developers took the
number one spot. Good news
for the market is that EOH MC
Solutions has started a Java
consultancy in Cape Town, to
be headed up by Paul Knauer.
www.eohmc.co.za

As the use of real-time
and on-demand visual
communication increases,
standards for video etiquette
are developing, and you can't
afford to be uninformed much
longer. According to Galdon
Data, the standard for an
acceptable video conferencing
environment has also been
raised, and your surroundings
can leave an immediate
impression on the other
attendees. Prior to the meeting,
the company advises that
organisers check equipment,
check surroundings, dress
appropriately and be ready
with content.
www.galdon.co.za

Sony Interactive,
Plantronics
launch first
PlayStation VR
headset

Cindy Reynders, EOH MC

EOH announces
digital
expansion in
Cape Town
EOH, the market leader within
the development consulting
space in the Western Cape,
has enhanced its positioning
in digital services with the
addition of Cindy Reynders
to the team. Reynders, who
started her career in gaming
back in 2005, has over 11 years
under her belt as a digital
pioneer.
www.eohmc.co.za

Audio communications leader
Plantronics has entered into a
partnership with Sony Interactive
Entertainment Europe to
develop the Plantronics RIG
4VR – a headset designed to
enhance the PlayStation VR
gaming experience. A complete
audio solution for PlayStation 4
gamers, the RIG 4VR is the first
officially licensed audio headset
that has been optimised for use
with PlayStation VR. "Sound
is an integral part of any truly
immersive experience, and with
this in mind, we set out to design
an audio headset which would
complement the incredible 3D
audio capabilities of PlayStation
VR," said Gregory Morquin,
Gaming Segment manager at
Plantronics.
www.plantronics.com

SimpliVity, Huawei unite for
game-changing hyperconvergence
SimpliVity, a leader in hyperconverged infrastructure powering the
world's most efficient and resilient data centres, has announced
its transformative OmniStack technology is now available for sale
on Huawei FusionServer. OmniStack with Huawei FusionServer is
offered on SimpliVity's all-flash hyperconverged models, providing
the speed and reliability of all-flash with the efficiency, ease of use,
and resiliency of SimpliVity's top hyperconverged platform. Global
ICT solutions provider Huawei reaches 3.5 billion end-users and,
as two of the fastest growing companies in IT addressing the fastest
growing markets, SimpliVity and Huawei are uniquely-positioned
to expand and lead the international hyperconverged industry.
www.simplivity.com

Healthcare institutions
choose SimpliVity
SimpliVity, a hyperconverged infrastructure leader powering the
world's most efficient and resilient data centres, announced that
its OmniStack hyperconverged infrastructure platform supports
Epic Hyperspace in virtual desktop environments. SimpliVity has
invested heavily in creating a hyperconverged platform for VDI
that delivers a superior user experience that is simple, scalable, and
manageable for IT – all while containing and reducing capital and
operational expenses. This latest support delivers a simple way for
healthcare institutions to improve efficiency while meeting the
stringent performance requirements of end-users. As a leading
application provider for the healthcare industry, Epic supports 190
million patients globally with electronic records.
www.simplivity.com
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Seagate
enhances
gaming
Seagate Technology, a world
leader in storage solutions, has
released the new Game Drive for
Xbox SSD, using flash storage
to offer elite gamers fast boot
and load performance. Designed
exclusively for Xbox and with
512GB of capacity, it's an ultraportable way to store the most
popular AAA titles.
www.seagate.com

Martin Kruger, Seagate SA

The Innovation Hub’s GAP Innovation
Competition 2016 announced
In celebration of Global Entrepreneurship Week 2016, The
Innovation Hub – the innovation agency of the Gauteng province
– is pleased to announce the winners of the fifth prestigious
Gauteng Accelerator Programme Innovation Competitions for
2016. These awards honoured top innovators and entrepreneurs
for their outstanding work in the smart industry, green economy,
biosciences and medical sectors. This year, a new category: ‘Gauteng
Accelerator Township Economy (GATE), aimed at township
originating and impacting innovations, was included in line with
the Gauteng Government's Township Economy Revitalisation
programme. The awards ceremony attracted dignitaries from
international public and private sectors.
www.theinnovationhub.com

Kerridge
Commercial
Systems buys
Integrity
Software

Historical
municipal
debt for new
owners declared
unconstitutional

Kerridge Commercial Systems
(KCS), a global company
headquartered in the UK,
has reached an agreement to
acquire Integrity Software,
based in Johannesburg, SA. This
acquisition is a key strategic
investment for KCS in SA
and a positive development
for Integrity Software. The
acquisition is part of KCS’s
ongoing plans to grow and
provide market-leading ERP and
business management solutions
to the distribution markets
globally. With Integrity Software,
KCS adds further solutions and
expertise for its core market
focus of the distributive trades,
and specifically, strengthens its
offering for the retail-orientated
distributive trades.
www.kerridgecs.com

The North Gauteng High
Court passed an important
judgment on 7 November 2016
holding that a municipality
may not hold a property owner
liable for a previous owner's
historical municipal debts.
Webber Wentzel explains
there were various similarities
between the five applications
heard together in this case,
including the overlap of the
relief sought, the outstanding
historical debts in respect of
the properties, and the fact
that the municipality had
certified in terms of section
118(1), that all debts have been
settled for a period of two
years preceding the date of
the applications for the rates
clearance certificate.
www.webberwentzel.com
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DJI, Seagate announce
strategic partnership
DJI, a leading manufacturer of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and
Seagate Technology (STX), a world leader in storage solutions, have
announced a strategic partnership to solve the data demands of UAV
users. “DJI is proud to pioneer advances in drone technology, and we
are excited to work with Seagate on developing innovative ways to
manage the increased data flows generated by our most sophisticated
products," said Michael Perry, director of Strategic Partnerships for
DJI. Tim Bucher, senior VP of Seagate Consumer Solutions, added:
"Seagate is honoured to partner with DJI to help UAV users tackle
their evolving and unique data needs.”
www.seagate.com

TIBCO Spotfire
analytics on
show
TIBCO Software, a global
leader in integration, API
management and analytics,
showcased how its TIBCO
Spotfire data visualisation
and analytics platform can be
used to analyse training and
race data at the Telkom 947
Cycle Challenge Expo – the
largest cycling and healthrelated exhibition in the
country and the southern
hemisphere, which took
place from 17 – 19 November.
TIBCO and Verve Cycling,
maker of the team's Infocrank
powermeter, collaborated
to provide TIBCO's own pro
women's cycling team, Team
TIBCO-Silicon Valley Bank,
with proprietary access to
meaningful performance
metrics. The team
participated in the cycling
event, along with 35 000 race
attendees.
www.tibco.co.za

Instacom helps
education
flourish in
Tembisa
Instacom is proud to be
associated with Tersia King
Learning Academy, established
in Tembisa; it recently donated
10 Riverbush Willow trees
to the institution. Tersia
King Learning Academy is
established to uplift and grow
young black students in the
Tembisa area, focused on
providing quality education for
all students.
www.instacom.co.za

Final Special VDP legislation
contains new sweetener
During the Parliamentary committee hearings on the draft Special
Voluntary Disclosure (SVDP) legislation, two important concessions
were approved. The final Bill, recently presented to Parliament, also
contains an unexpected but very welcome amendment, says Dan
Foster, a director in the tax practice at Webber Wentzel attorneys. The
SVDP offers forgiveness of historic tax due, and zero penalties relating
to previously unreported income and donations. In exchange for
this relief, the taxpayer must include a fixed percentage of his or her
unreported foreign assets, derived from previously untaxed income,
in their taxable income. This inclusion rate has been reduced from
50% to 40%, notes Foster.
www.webberwentzel.com

SUMMIT
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LEVERAGE CLOUD TO CREATE
NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
09 February 2017 | Focus Rooms

Workonline
Communications sheds
light on Internet access
Pan-African wholesale network service
provider Workonline Communications
has again honoured its commitment
to increasing Internet access on the
continent, particularly in disadvantaged
communities, through its sponsorship of
bandwidth to NGO Afrika Tikkun. The free
bandwidth will be rolled out across six
Afrika Tikkun centres, where slow Internet
speeds have previously hampered the
organisation's developmental goals. Afrika
Tikkun is focused on developing young
people ‘from cradle to career' through a
support model that focuses on education,
holistic development, skills development
and work placement. The timely
intervention will enable Afrika Tikkun to
continue to empower communities while
the number of beneficiaries increases.
www.workonline.co.za

FREE TO QUALIFIED
END-USERS

Build
products,
not data
centres

The Innovation Hub
celebrates Global
Entrepreneurship Week
In an effort to support innovators and
entrepreneurs that drive and stimulate
socio-economic development in Gauteng,
The Innovation Hub – the innovation
agency of the Gauteng province –
hosted a series of events in November
to celebrate innovators and showcase
start-up companies, in line with the Global
Entrepreneurship Week.
www.theinnovationhub.com

International Keynote Speaker

Darragh Kennedy,

head cloud services, Lonely Planet (AUS)

BOOK NOW
AND FIND OUT HOW
THE CLOUD CAN
CREATE NEW BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR YOU!

Kyocera celebrates 10
years of Potters House
partnership

Wipro recognised for
leadership in Oracle
application
Wipro, a leading global IT, consulting and
business process services company, has
been cited as a "leader" by technology
global research and advisory firm, Forrester
Research, in its report: ‘The Forrester Wave:
Services Providers for Next-Generation
Oracle Application Projects, Q3 2016'.
Forrester evaluated 13 service providers
across three categories of current offering,
strategy and market presence. Forrester
wrote: "Wipro is a proven provider making
big investments in the shift to cloud.
It has a long track record of delivering
Oracle services … [Wipro] was recognised
by Oracle with a co-innovation award at
Oracle's Collaborate conference in 2016."
www.wipro.com

2017
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2016 marked the 10th anniversary of
Kyocera Document Solutions' continued
support of the non-profit organisation,
Potters House Training Centre. Not only
has the company celebrated the longstanding partnership with Potters House,
but also honoured the first young woman
graduate from the xerography training
programme. Katlego Ramotshabi says as
the first young woman on the course, she
felt a great deal of pressure to succeed and
felt she had to prove herself worthy of the
opportunity given to her. "Now that I have
graduated, my fear has been replaced with
pride and I am really excited to be in this
fascinating profession."
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

http://www.itweb.co.za/events/cloud2017

Follow the event
on Twitter and
join the
discussion at
#ITWebCloud

TO BOOK
contact Lerato Mathize on
011 807 3294 or lerato@itweb.co.za.
DIAMOND SPONSOR

PLATINUM SPONSOR

MakeMeMobile
presents cloud-based
asset control solution

GOLD SPONSOR

MakeMeMobile has developed a cloudbased asset control solution to meet
customers’ needs within the enterprise
mobility industry. Director Andrew
Fosbrook says the number of mobile
devices in organisations has expanded
exponentially, as companies deploy mobile
assets to automate and improve business
processes within their premises and within
field operations.
www.m3mobile.co.za
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PRINTING SURVEY
By SUZANNE FRANCO

Service, cost, security drive
printer purchase decisions
Technical competence of the supplier matters more than the printer brand
or the price, a survey reveals.

SOLLIE NORTJE, GM at Taropa Technologies:
Once monitored and used to its full potential,
the office printer becomes an integral part of
streamlining business costs.

T

he top reason why businesses invest in
a new office printer is to cut the costs of
printing.
Over 70% of respondents in a recent
printing survey said reducing costs was
the number one factor they considered
when purchasing a new printer. Increased
productivity came in as the second priority
(52%), and streamlining business processes
ranked third, at 45%.
The online printing survey was conducted
by ITWeb, in partnership with Taropa
Technologies, to gauge how South African
businesses handle business printing.
“For any business that wants to survive in
today’s cut-throat, advanced technological
and globalised business environment,
it must consider various lean operating
practices,” says Sollie Nortje, GM at Taropa
Technologies. “An office printer may
not seem like such an important factor,
influencing the overall productivity and
cost-saving of your business. However, once
monitored and used to its full potential, the
office printer becomes an integral part of
streamlining your business and costs.”
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However, despite cost considerations, the
survey revealed the final purchase decision
depends mostly (53%) on the technical
competence of a supplier, and far less on the
printer brand (22%) or the price (11%).
“Having a competent printing technical
supplier provides businesses with less
downtime, increasing productivity and
the opportunity to come up with smart
ways to simplify their business practices,”
comments Nortje.
Security is extremely important to
companies, and 69% cited PIN/password
activation as the top security option
required. Furthermore, 60% require admincontrolled app installation, and 60% need
Web browser access control.
“Printer security is a complex issue,
with many elements to consider. Not only
does the printer and network need to be
protected, but also the data that is involved
in the use of the printer. Device passwords,
hard drive encryption, port control, protocol
control and secure printing are all aspects of
printing security that need to be looked at,”
notes Nortje.
Given the key reason for replacing old
printing equipment is to reduce cost, it’s
somewhat contradictory to find only half
of the respondents (49%) said they are
adequately tracking printing costs.
“Most MFPs (multifunction printers)
do come with a standard job accounting
software, but we recommend using
additional software to easily monitor and
manage printing cost,” says Nortje. “The
innovative output management solution
enables you to keep track of documentrelated activities on the network, enforce
rules, protect sensitive documents and
reduce wasted paper and toner.”
When it comes to archiving and storing
important documents, 27% of respondents
are relying on cloud-based storage, while
44% backup to their own servers. Only 16%
are archiving/storing documents to their
e-mail or folder.
Nortje says a combined storage solution
is preferable, as one would be able to access
frequently used documents from the cloud

and store other documents on the server.
“This decision depends on the company’s
operations and its needs,” he adds.

Scan, print, track
So, what type of printing, scanning or
copying features are most in use?
Almost 90% of companies use scanning
to e-mail, followed by 84% for duplex
printing and 70% tracking their employee
printer usage.
“If you have a multifunctional printer,
you can do much more than just print, scan,
fax and copy,” comments Nortje. “There are
many apps available that can simplify your
daily workload, but knowing how to use
these may require post-installation training.”
He believes it’s important when
purchasing new printing equipment to first
determine the company’s comprehensive
printing requirements. “Productivity factors
such as speed, size (A4 or A3), colour vs
mono, monthly print and scan volume and
connectivity are the initial considerations
when selecting an MFP, but companies
are placing increasingly more focus on the
usability and functionality of the device.
This is where careful analysis of a company’s
needs and pain points should be understood
for the correct solution to be selected.”

ABOUT THE SURVEY
The 2016 printing survey was run online by
ITWeb, in partnership with Taropa Technologies,
to determine:
1

2

3

What business factors influence the purchasing
of printing equipment;
What type of security features organisations
require; and
How easy it is to track printing costs.

WHO RESPONDED
A total of 148 respondents participated in the
printing survey. Almost a third were at executive
management level and a further 37% were in
middle management positions. Respondents
come from a wide range of industry sectors and
businesses of various sizes, with over 60% working
for organisations with over 500 employees.

PRINTING SURVEY 2016

CFO Talks

PRINTING SURVEY

WHAT BUSINESS FACTORS ARE TOP OF MIND
WHEN CONSIDERING A NEW PRINTER?

71%

52%
45%

42%
35%
31%

Cost remains the most critical
consideration when purchasing
a new printer.
Reduce
costs

Increase
productivity

Streamline
business
processes

Eco-friendly
business
environment

Contribute
towards a
paperless
system

Protect sensitive
information

WHAT IS THE BIGGEST INFLUENCE
WHEN PURCHASING A NEW PRINTER?

We only look at price
11%

REFERENCES OF PREFERENCE
WHEN PURCHASING A PRINTER

Printer brand
22%

56%

Supplier
14%

Technical
competencies
of supplier
53%
17%
14%
10%

Technical competence of counts for a great
deal, and is a major influencer in engagement
with suppliers.

2%
All
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WHAT TYPE OF FEATURES DO YOU REQUIRE FROM PRINTER TECHNOLOGY?

A large majority of respondents need clear,
easily managed interaction with email from
their printer solution

84%

Duplex printing
(print on both sides)

53%

Scanning to USB

88%

Scanning to Email

60%

Secure print

34%

Follow me print

33%

Print from cell phone

70%

Tracking of employees
print usage

HOW ARE YOU STORING IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS IN YOUR ORGANISATION?
Securely to cloud based storage
27%
We are still physically
filing everything
6%

To our server
and backup
44%

We don't do any
electronic backup
or archiving of docs
7%
To email or folder
16%

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING SECURITY OPTIONS DO YOU REQUIRE?
69%
61%

60%

32%

PIN/password
activation

08

Admin
controlled app
installation

Web browser
access
control

Home
screen lock
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25%

24%

Cloud
security

Card access

xx

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: NETWORKING

Disruptive tech
drives optimisation
Network optimisation resolves issues by improving end-user
performance under demanding conditions.
Optimisation
to the rescue

STUART HARDY, business development
director of EOH Global Networks Division UK

A

s businesses move more of their
applications and services to the
cloud, they experience a drop in enduser experience due to higher latency. A
similar problem exists at WAN level, where
global companies centralise application
delivery and experience application access
problems at remote branches.
As global cloud infrastructures and
software as a service models begin to
dominate, this is catalysing the revival of
network optimisation.
User experience has become the key
issue for companies to resolve; more
so than costs. A crucial part of this is
accessing applications quickly. However,
with today's applications and services
being fuelled by multiple and varied data
sources, achieving the speeds that today's
users need is a big challenge.
Network optimisation helps resolve
these issues by improving the end-user
performance under these demanding
conditions.
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Optimisation has been used for many
years in company WANs to address high
bandwidth costs using compression,
application performance through QOS
and application acceleration, and other
methods like caching and de-duplication.
Today, it includes a new range of
technologies that support the cloud
environment far more effectively than ones
like MPLS: network orchestration, link
bonding, path selection and applicationbased QOS.
Adopting a software-defined WAN can
also benefit companies by saving money
and improving network performance. The
SD-WAN is also a private network – the
difference is the company is centrally
controlling the configuration and routing
of the network through what is most often
know as an orchestration engine. SD-WAN
allows companies to deploy and manage
WAN faster and more economically than
before. Optimisation runs in much the
same way it would in a WAN.
SD-WAN is generally associated with
an ability to use the WAN and Internet
together, or use the Internet as a basis
for creating a WAN. This is considerably
cheaper and almost as effective in terms
of delivery. In this scenario, SD-WAN
effectively replaces optimisation, offering
similar benefits like network orchestration,
link bonding, path selection, applicationbased QOS and, in most cases, some form
of optimisation itself.

Presenting new
challenges
The increasing use of the cloud is a factor
for both the WAN and the SD-WAN,
depending on how far users are from
the initial delivery point of the cloud
applications they are accessing.
Hybrid networking is clearly the best
option for most companies.
For example, the London users of a
global company headquartered in London,

which deploys its applications into a cloud
that is also hosted in London, will enjoy the
performance they need. However, users
in countries like Brazil, Australia, South
Africa, China and similar will struggle with
application performance because of the
degrading effect of network latency (due to
distance). In these cases, companies would
benefit from optimisation, as it would
improve the application responsiveness for
remote branches.

Optimised hybrid network
There is understandably a clear trend in
companies looking for alternatives to
services like MPLS, because they are costly
and don't integrate well with cloud-based
services.
Companies need to start evaluating
technologies in the SD-WAN space if they
are to look at cloud as a strategy. The
hybrid network is the most relevant design
today. It marries Internet and cloud with
historical MPLS networks, enabled by SD
WAN overlay solutions. Leveraging these
technologies will support cloud strategies
and help companies reduce their reliance
on an MPLS network.
In fact, hybrid networking is clearly
the best option for most companies. To
implement it, they need to identify a
strong SD-WAN service that allows them
to join their Internet and MPLS networks.
The benefits of this are clear and
numerous: fast cloud access, reduced
reliance on MPLS, lower costs, more
bandwidth and flexibility, better network
availability, better application performance
and better network transparency.
To realise these benefits, the real
considerations are around cloud adoption
and application centralisation. Most
companies underestimate the impact of
making these changes, leading to greater
problems in trying to resolve them with
traditional WAN design. Either way, before
companies make decisions in the hybrid
networking space, they will always benefit
from expert advice.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: TECHNOLOGY

Learn and earn
Technology can help break the stranglehold of the South
African skills crisis.

S

outh African companies need to change
their approach to skills development
in order to address SA's skills crisis. Most
companies approach skills development
by assessing what employees need to know
and then developing content to use for
training. The problem with the current skills
development paradigm, however, is that
doing any given job isn't about knowing
things – it's about doing things. This is the
knowledge/skills conundrum.
The big challenge SA has in terms of
skills development is that people need
experience to develop expertise through
the application of knowledge. And few
young people are offered this opportunity,
largely because of the risks associated
with practical learning. For example,
inexperienced financial sales consultants
raise fiduciary risk if they offer the wrong
solutions to a client; technicians raise
technical and physical risk if they link the
wrong wires; and call centre agents raise
brand risk if they offer the wrong answers.
Interestingly, most of the decisions and
actions that carry this risk are defined by
clear policies and procedures. The issue is
therefore that people struggle to learn and
apply these rules in many contexts. But,
what if, rather than trying to train their
brains to replicate known rules, they were
offered a decision navigator to guide them?
Decision navigation is not a new
concept, although, for decades, people's
ability to make it practical was limited by
their decision tree or process mapping
logic. This created very restrictive guides
that proved impractical in jobs where
context varied.

On auto-pilot
However, with the advent of
multidimensional data-driven logic that
is unlocking many artificial intelligence
technologies, this can now become a
reality. In effect, people can be offered a
navigator that can work like a GPS, guiding
them through every known decision and
action so they get it right, every time. And
as a result, the person using the navigator
can learn as they go, without worrying
about making a mistake.

This is very much in line with how one
uses a GPS when driving. If I go to CT for the
first time, I can find my way around using
a GPS. I don't need to try read a map while
driving through new roads with lots of cars.
My risk of a crash is high. But, if I just focus
my brain on driving and allow the GPS to
guide my route, my risk of error drops.
The same applies to navigating staff
through new jobs. Companies can now
effectively offer new financial sales
consultants a navigator that will safely
steer them through a sales conversation,
ensuring they ask the right questions and
offer the right recommendations, based on
clear rules. The same applies for technicians
being guided through technical diagnostics,
or call centre agents being guided through
customer queries. This co-pilot technology
effectively liberates people to focus on the
road in front, and to learn while doing,
without the worry of a mistake.

Learn on the go
To break the stranglehold of the skills
crisis, SA needs to get people working
today – not after they've completed a
course or dozens of courses. The only way
to do it is by using technologies that help
me ‘do', not help me ‘know'.
Technologies like AI have been much
vaunted as solving the skills crisis –
mostly by removing humans from the
equation. What offers a better alternative is
technology that can augment humans. This
technology falls between the traditional
one-dimensional knowledge management
and the fully fledged self-driving car that is
AI/cognitive computing.
SA needs to get people working today
- not after they've completed a course or
dozens of courses.
Using multidimensional logic platforms,
navigators can be created that guide
humans through tasks or actions, using
the knowledge in knowledge management
systems plus the information housed in
cognitive computing systems – knowing
at every step where the person is in
the process, what they are doing, and
providing them with the help they need to
get it right.

RYAN FALKENBERG, co-founder and co-CEO
of CLEVA

This has a number of implications for
businesses, but particularly from a skills
perspective. It means people can be
brought on board and get up and running
in a role within a very short time, without
the need for weeks of training.
From a risk and compliance perspective,
it means every action performed has a
clear audit trail, showing all of the steps
taken by an employee to reach a particular
action – whether that is a particular piece
of financial advice offered to a client, or a
procurement decision. It is all tracked and
recorded, substantially reducing the risk to
the organisation.
The navigator model can be applied to
pretty much every area of a business where
the roads (policies and procedures) are known
and it's just the routes that change based on
the person's context. This frees people to focus
more of their energy on innovation, creativity
and customer engagement without worrying
about if they have applied required rules to
known problems.
Technology can solve SA's skills crisis,
and it is not learning technology. It is
performing technology that allows people
to begin work today and to learn as they
perform, not in order to perform.
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SOFTWARE
Pure Storage
introduces
petabyte-scale
Flash storage for
cloud IT
Independent solid-state array
vendor Pure Storage recently
made available petabyte-scale
storage for mission-critical
cloud IT, anchored by the
release of the next-generation
of FlashArray//m. "Storage
underlies everything we do in
Matt Kixmoeller, Pure Storage
today's digital economy, an economy that is increasingly powered
by cloud IT," said Matt Kixmoeller, VP of Product, Pure Storage.
www.purestorage.com

BMC extends its
DSM leadership
BMC, the global leader in
IT solutions for the digital
enterprise, has announced the
general availability of the new
BMC Innovation Suite solution
for developers. Initially available
on Amazon Web Services, the
cloud-based development
environment is designed to
empower developers as well as
business analysts to co-create
powerful enterprise apps with
stunning user experiences.
With new revenue streams,
operational efficiencies, and
outcomes-based business
models, enterprises are
looking for ways to accelerate
digital service offerings in
the cloud. Enterprises are
evaluating digital platforms
that are capable of delivering
transformational innovations
in multi-source cloud,
multi-workloads, and IOT
environments at a rapid pace.
www.bmc.com

HND Films
reinvents
itself with SAP
Business One
HND Films has implemented
SAP Business One for increased
business agility and operational
efficiencies, data integrity and
transparency. Familiar with the
SAP environment, HND Films
was referred to 4most, a leading
supplier and implementer of
SAP Business One and ERP
software technology. Known
for its software development
capability and hands-on
customer support, 4most's
reputation and track record
made the choice of vendor an
easy one. "The 4most team has
impressed us from the very first
engagement, showing a real
understanding of our business
and requirements, instilling
confidence every step of the
way," says Jennifer September,
sales administrator at HND
Films.
www.4most.co.za

Sage announces
winners of CEO circle
Sage, the market leader in cloud accounting software, announced
the winners of its Sage CEO circle award programme. Parity Software
was announced as winner of the Top Sage X3 Business Partner for
Sage X3 and Sage X3 People. As well as being the recipient of this
illustrious accolade, Warren Williams, MD at Parity Software, will also
be joining Stephen Kelly, Sage CEO, on the winners' trip taking place
in February 2017, where winning Sage business partners will travel
to Costa Rica to take part in an all-expenses paid luxury trip, which
includes an FY17 business planning session and awards reception.
www.parity.co.za

Embarcadero unveils RAD Studio
10.1 Berlin Anniversary Edition
Embarcadero Technologies (a division of IDERA), a leading
provider of software solutions for application development, has
released RAD Studio 10.1 Berlin Update 2 – Anniversary Edition.
This release includes new and enhanced platform support, new
components and functionality to help developers get to market
even faster. Windows Desktop Bridge ("Project Centennial")
support is a key feature and enables developers to build Windows
10 Store ready packages for their new and existing desktop
applications directly from the IDE. This allows millions of Delphi
and C++Builder applications to target hundreds of millions of
Windows 10 devices with their existing code base.
www.computeknetworks.com

BMC appoints Jon
Hunter to head up digital service
BMC has announced the continued expansion of its digital service
management (DSM) leadership team with the hiring of Jon Hunter
as worldwide head of DSM Sales. Hunter is responsible for global
sales for the company's ITSM portfolio, including BMC's Remedy,
MyIT, and Discovery solutions. "The disruption every industry is
facing has forced organisations to take an honest and sometimes
painful look at how prepared they are to succeed in digital
business," said Paul Appleby, executive VP, Worldwide Sales and
Marketing at BMC. “I'm very happy to have a transformational
leader in Jon Hunter leading our global sales strategy.”
www.bmc.com

QuickBooks
2017 is here!

Paul Evans, Redstor

Redstor
embraces the
customer
At its annual Partner Event,
Redstor, a global provider
of cloud backup and
disaster recovery software
and services, said strong
customer relationships and
a quality product offering
will form the foundation of
its business strategy in 2017.
“We are also a very peoplefocused company,” said Paul
Evans, CEO and co-founder
of Redstor.
www.redstor.com

QuickBooks 2017 for desktop
is now available and contains
a number of new features,
as well as improvements
to QuickBooks's already
feature-rich existing
software. Gary Epstein, MD
Of EasyBiz QuickBooks,
says: "QuickBooks is proud
to announce the arrival of
QuickBooks 2017, the latest
software release that boasts
a number of user-friendly
enhancements, but as
always, retains the simple,
easy to use functionality
that is synonymous with
the QuickBooks brand.
QuickBooks 2017 offers newer,
faster and more feature-rich
software across the full range
of QuickBooks packages, from
QuickBooks Pro to QuickBooks
Premier and QuickBooks
Accountant.” Features include
scheduled reports, search and
security improvements.
www.quickbooks.co.za
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SOFTWARE
Asset
management
critical to
business

Agile: business
methodology of
the future
US-based professional agile coach
Aaron Sanders recently visited
SA to deliver a series of training
courses to the DVT Academy.
Speaking at a training seminar,
Sanders said: "Agile is effectively a
set of values and principles based
on iterative development, where
solutions evolve through the
collaboration of a self-organising
cross-functional team.”
www.dvt.co.za

Cradle Technology Services says
effective asset management is as
critical to a business as any other
activity. The problem with asset
management activities such
as audits is that they are only
conducted once, twice or maybe
a few times a year, and the rest of
the time, the solution is merely
a database that may be added to
and queried from time to time.
It's not an everyday activity and
is thus not something anybody
in an organisation may be
proficient at or remember how
to do when required. Retraining
of employees costs almost the
same as an audit might, not
to mention distracting the
intended focus of an employee to
track, trace, identify, locate, tag
or audit assets. This is a very real
cost, seldom considered.
www.cradle.co.za

The race to
a paperless
identity
Ryan Barlow, CTO at SaaS
company e4, says the concept
of Connect Your Customer
(CYC) is fast becoming a
priority, as businesses and
consumers alike require more
effective ways to provide proof
of identity and residence in a
digital world.
www.e4.co.za

BUSINESS
Zensar, FULLBEAUTY Brands
transform financial processes
Zensar Technologies, a provider of digital solutions, software and
infrastructure services, has secured the project to enable US-based
FULLBEAUTY Brands to achieve visible transformation in its financial
and procurement processes. FULLBEAUTY Brands is a leading American
plus-size women's and men's apparel and home goods company. The
key objective of this re-implementation project entails a complete
redesign of account charts and streamlining key financial and business
processes for increased efficiency. It involves Zensar partnering with the
e-commerce and catalogue retailer to leverage the benefits of a smarter
financial and procurement framework, involving re-implementation of
the latest version of Oracle Applications Release 12.
www.zensar.com

New WeGrill One Bluetooth
smart cooking thermometer
EET Europarts, distributor of WeGrill products, expands on the
new app-enabled WeGrill One cooking thermometer that simply
connects to the WeGrill App on your smartphone via Bluetooth
4.0 BLE, and displays progress during cooking. Connection to the
WeGrill App is made by pressing the touch key on the WeGrill One
and pairing it in the app. After connecting, you have easy access
to selection of pre-sets and cooking monitoring. EET Europarts
says the WeGrill App lets you know exactly how your cooking
is progressing, and when to take your meat off the grill. It is the
central dashboard for all your WeGrill connected products.
www.eetgroup.com

Esker integrates
solution with
Oracle
SPI, the African distributor
for utility software products
and services to the open
systems segment of the IT
industry, and the southern
African reseller for Esker,
a leader in document
process automation
solutions, have announced
the latter is now offering
a sales order processing
solution integration with
Oracle E-Business Suite.
Esker customers can now
receive orders directly in
the Oracle E-Business Suite
ERP application, enabling
greater process efficiency
and productivity across every
phase of order processing
operations. Esker provides a
single solution for sales order
processing, directly into and
out of Oracle E-Business
Suite, to automate,
streamline and track orders.
www.spi.co.za

Jaco van der Merwe, DVT

DVT named
Platinum
Sponsor for
DevConf 2017
Software and solutions
company DVT is a Platinum
Sponsor for DevConf 2017,
extending its longstanding
commitment to the South
African software development
community. DVT CEO Jaco van
der Merwe says DevConf plays
an important role in bringing
the local software development
community and leaders of
business and industry together.
www.dvt.co.za

TELECOMS
Nebula unveils OneView Lite app
Nebula, a leading South African telecoms management and innovation
firm, has launched the OneView Lite mobile app. The app, an
extension of the company’s enterprise-level cloud system, OneView,
provides corporate mobile users with real-time information about
their mobile usage and spend. The app is a companion app to Nebula's
Telecoms Lifecycle and Expense Management cloud system. With the
OneView Lite mobile app, it is possible for employees to manage all
their company-owned devices, making it easier for them to monitor
and control their own spend, reducing wastage such as out-of-bundle
costs, and optimising overall telecoms costs in the enterprise.
www.nebula.co.za
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ENTERPRISE
EOH Cloud
DevOps for rapid
app deployment,
development

Richard Vester, EOH Cloud Services

In today's digital era, technology
moves fast and consumer
behaviour changes quickly
in response. However, rapid
implementation is not without
its challenges and pitfalls, says
Richard Vester, group executive
of Cloud Services at EOH. Vester
suggests that EOH Cloud DevOps
offers transformation that can
embrace rapid, frequent and
consistent digital roll-out.
www.eohcloud.co.za

SYSPRO expands to Nairobi
Global ERP service provider SYSPRO has opened a new office
in Kenya to grow its footprint in the East African region and
demonstrate its commitment to the company's local partners and
customers. Zaren Ramlugan, SYSPRO channel sales manager for
Africa, says SYSPRO is delighted to finally put down roots in this
thriving region. "This region is growing its manufacturing and
distribution sectors at an incredible rate, and we want to expand
our offerings to grow alongside them and service this fast-growing
centre of commerce." He says the local office will allow SYSPRO to
get closer to customers and offer support and upgrades.
www.syspro.com

Distell streamlines global project
management with OpenText
Distell Group is using OpenText Content Suite to solve challenges
with inefficient and siloed project management information.
Headquartered in SA and operating throughout Africa, Europe and
Asia, Distell Group needed a single, accurate view over its project
data. OpenText Content Suite has enabled Distell to capture, store
and manage projects and project information on a single platform,
allowing better information management and easier reporting and
collaboration on projects. Centralising project data for Distell's
Innovation department in OpenText Content Suite has created a
single source of truth for Distell and reduced the time and cost
associated with finding and managing project content.
www.opentext.com

Seagate powers through
with 10TB IronWolf Pro
The Seagate IronWolf Pro for NAS applications is built to help smallto-midsize enterprises better manage the massive amounts of data
they create and consume. The solution empowers SMEs to keep
the right data ready for use with extreme workload rates of up to
300TB, and blistering fast access, so they can quickly discover and
capitalise on new business opportunities. IronWolf Pro now comes
standard with a two-year Seagate Rescue Data Recovery Service
Plan, meaning IronWolf Pro drives are covered when disaster strikes.
Seagate's BarraCuda Pro drives also come standard with recovery
services for complete peace of mind across the entire Pro series.
www.seagate.com

BMC’s Control-M delivers
simplified management
BMC has announced innovations designed to help companies
faced with an increasing list of applications and platforms that
need to be managed and integrated with their SAP ecosystem.
Control-M, the market-leading application workload automation
platform from BMC, now features support for SAP S/4HANA and
SAP Financial Closing cockpit. By delivering the key capabilities
necessary to drive SAP across the enterprise, BMC's Control-M for
SAP solution automates the SAP workloads at the core of business
operations around the world. "Control-M is at the intersection of
infrastructure, data and applications,” said Gur Steif, president,
Workload Automation at BMC.
www.bmc.com

OpenText named
leader in Gartner
Quadrant

Pure Storage
future proofs
for NVMe

OpenText, a global leader
in enterprise information
management (EIM), has
been positioned as a leader
in Gartner's Magic Quadrant
for Enterprise Content
Management report, published
on 31 October 2016 by one
of the leading worldwide
research and advisory firms,
Gartner. According to the
Gartner report: "Shifting
business requirements for
digital content and new
technologies are changing
the ECM market." And:
"By 2018, more than 20%
of the enterprise content
management solution sales will
address multi-organisation
‘ecosystem’ content."
OpenText has continued to
add technologies to expand
its market position by further
completing the vision of EIM
from engagement to insight.
www.opentext.com

Pure Storage has introduced
its NVMe-ready guarantee,
which means the company
guarantees every newly
purchased FlashArray//M
can be upgraded to full
NVMe through its Evergreen
Storage programme. NVM
Express, or NVMe, a nextgeneration memory-class
protocol for CPU-to-flash
communication, is poised
to drive a shift across the
storage industry to NVMe
architectures. High-profile
industry analysts forecast
NVMe, which is enabling
the next generation of flash
performance and density,
will become the leading
interface protocol for flash
by 2019. A critical mass
of consumer devices has
already shifted to NVMe,
and the enterprise will not
be far behind.
www.purestorage.com

Stortech
welcomes CEO
Stortech is pleased to announce
the appointment of Chris
Volschenk as CEO, which
was effective 1 November
2016. Volschenk will focus on
elevating Stortech to a leading
systems aggregator in the
enterprise market, building
Chris Volschenk, Stortech
on the solid foundation and momentum established under the astute
leadership of Steven Hayward.
www.stortech.co.za
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ENTERPRISE
Bidco automates invoice
processing with OpenText
Global enterprise information management leader OpenText
announced that Bidco, a leading manufacturer and marketer of
consumer products in Africa, has adopted OpenText Vendor Invoice
Management for SAP Solutions to increase efficiency and audit
capabilities for its shared service centre, which handles common
business processes such as accounts receivable, payment approval and
master data management. With OpenText Vendor Invoice Management,
the company can automatically capture data from physical and digital
invoices and process them at a fraction of the time required by manual
processes. The technology enables Bidco to automatically scan and
extract key data points and process invoices with three-way matching.
www.opentext.com

Zensar Technologies launches
Vinci Intelligent Managed Service
platform
Zensar Technologies, a leading provider of digital solutions, software
and infrastructure services, announced the launch of ‘The Vinci
Intelligent Managed Service Platform'. The platform is powered by
automation, autonomics and orchestration, utilising machine learning,
bringing together the management of operational and transformational
activities. The Vinci is one of the significant solutions to be unfurled
under Zensar's Return on Digital strategy. Enterprises will be able to
leverage the solution to impact substantial reduction in the opex cost.
The solution helps track business and operational benefits in real-time,
making it agile and future ready for advanced digital technologies.
www.zensar.com

CHANNEL
One Channel, Astraia Technology
highlight business value of ERP
Astraia Technology, a professional business process management
consulting firm, recently hosted an informative business breakfast
in conjunction with One Channel, a modern cloud ERP solution
provider. Industry leaders discussed digitisation, and current and
future trends in generating business value through ERP. According to
the company, the legacy of enterprise management systems is one of
poor quality reporting, inefficiencies, security breaches and extremely
high running costs. Companies using these outdated systems urgently
need to adapt to the changing landscape that allows for anywhere,
any-device access. Post-modern ERP systems like Acumatica already
enable customers to run businesses from any location.
www.onechannel.co.za

First Technology
wins with HP

ForeScout
signs StarLink

On 2 November 2016, First
Technology Group was
recognised at the HP Channel
Awards, All Stars evening for
its ongoing success, and walked
away with the HP Platinum
Partner of the Year 2016 and HP
Channel MPS Partner of the Year
2016 awards. These prestigious
awards take into account factors
that include year-on-year
growth, increased revenue,
technical certifications and the
most consistent collaboration
with HP. The First Technology
Group has taken the opportunity
to thank its teams for their
commitment, professionalism
and dedication, as well as the
company’s loyal customers who
have contributed towards this
achievement.
www.firsttech.co.za

StarLink, the region's trusted
security-specialised 'true' valueadded distributor (VAD), has
expanded its distribution agreement
with ForeScout Technologies, a
pioneer in agentless cyber security,
to cover the Africa region. As the
largest and fastest growing IT
security distributor in the Middle
East, with strong on-the-ground
presence across the region, StarLink
will sell ForeScout's technology
through its extensive network
of channel partners. Currently,
StarLink has regional distribution
rights with the vendor in the
Middle East. The attack surface
is growing due to the rapidly
increasing number of traditional
and [IOT] devices connecting to the
corporate network and to critical
infrastructure.
www.starlinkme.net

Dax Data unveils
Adobe 2017
updates
This is an exciting time of year for
Adobe, with the biggest product
releases of the year happening
now, bringing great new features
and product releases as part of the
2017 Creative Cloud update and the
release of a new licensing model –
Creative Cloud for Enterprise. The
overarching theme behind these
new developments is indicative
Jeremy Matthews, Dax Data
of Adobe's vision to create a great
user experience by improving workflows, enabling users to create
their best work faster. The technology is available now. "As a key local
distributor for Adobe, we are excited about these new developments,"
says Jeremy Matthews, CEO of Dax Data.
www.daxdata.co.za

Centrify
strengthens
distribution
across Africa
with StarLink
StarLink, the region's trusted
security-specialised ‘true’
value-added distributor (VAD),
has signed a distribution
agreement with Centrify, the
leader in securing enterprise identities against cyber threats. As
the fastest growing IT security distributor in Africa, with on-theground presence across the continent, StarLink will sell Centrify
products and solutions through its network of channel partners
to enterprise and government customers across Africa. "StarLink
is a leading VAD in the region, and it has earned the respect of
customers and partners alike, with its trusted advisor approach
and services delivery expertise," said Kamel Heus, regional sales
manager MEA and Indian SC at Centrify.
www.starlinkme.net
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HARDWARE
Seagate presents ‘world’s fastest
hard drive’

Major capacity mobile
drive from Seagate

Seagate Technology has launched the industry's fastest and highestperforming hard drive – the Seagate Enterprise Performance
15K HDD. Featuring capacities up to 900GB, the drive optimises
mission-critical workloads by delivering the industry's highest
data performance (up to 315MB/s sustained transfer rate), enabling
enterprise and cloud customers to move critical data where it's
needed fast to ensure smooth and seamless connected experiences
– all while lowering total cost of ownership through high reliability,
security and easy data centre integration. "Seagate is once again
driving innovation to meet the needs of today's data-driven
economy," said John Morris, VP of global HDD products at Seagate.
www.seagate.com

Consumers are creating more higher-resolution and higher
volumes of content than ever. From action cam enthusiasts to selfie
lovers to doting parents who capture every milestone moment
on their 4K smartphones, the need for even more space to store
photos, movies, music and content – and take it on the go – is
growing. While data storage demands are ever-increasing, so is
the need to organise, centralise and back-up that data. With the
launch of the Backup Plus Portable 5TB drive – the largest capacity
mobile drive on the market – Seagate is helping its customers
better manage their massive deluge of data.
www.seagate.com

Dome Closure
with new seal
for fibre-optic
networks

SYNO Dome Closure

Tank Industries, a division
of ATC, an authorised R&M
distributor in SA, has launched
the new SYNO Dome Closure.
The SYNO Dome Closure is
revolutionising the assembly
process by way of modular
system for cable entries,
eliminating the laborious task
of threading fibre-optic cables
through the bottom plate.
www.tank.co.za

Podspeakers presents
MiniPod BT MKII
The new Minipod BT MKII is a perfect standalone Bluetooth speaker,
according to distributor EET Europarts. The company suggests
that with the latest Bluetooth technology, the speaker can also be
configured to comply with other ways of listening to music: add
a passive MiniPod MKIV together with MiniPod BT MKII to create
a perfect and simple stereo set-up. Use two Minipod BT MKIIs
together and create a fully wireless stereo set-up with the integrated
true wireless technology. Uniquely shaped and with flexible features
and great sound performance, the MiniPod BT MKII is perfectly
designed for impassioned design and music lovers.
www.eetgroup.com

Introducing Brother’s new
Ink Refill Tank System
Brother International, a leader in home and business IT peripherals
that focuses on the ‘customer-first' approach, has launched a new
inkjet multifunction centre featuring a new Refill Tank System. This
exciting multifunction centre introduces low-cost ink bottles with
ultra-high 6 000-page yield for black ink and up to 5 000-page
yield for colour inks, and a smart design that takes the hassle out of
ink refilling. The 3-in-1 DCP-T500W inkjet multifunction centre
is aimed at high print volume users who appreciate bigger savings.
Brother's new DCP-T500W features highly affordable 6 000-page
yield for black ink, which helps users enjoy lower running costs.
www.brother.co.za

Plantronics unveils bold
BackBeat FIT colours
Plantronics, a pioneer in audio and wearable technology, debuted
five bold new colours for its best-selling BackBeat FIT wireless sport
headphones during the 2016 IFA ShowStoppers last summer. The
new colours are designed to give additional style choice to exercise
enthusiasts using BackBeat FIT headphones to help keep the pace
for any workout and fitness routines. Available in power blue, sport
grey, core black, fit fuchsia and stealth green, these flexible, durable
headphones stay comfortably in place and provide up to eight hours
of listening on a single charge. Features include flexible neckband
design, on-ear buttons and DeepSleep hibernation mode.
www.plantronics.com

BT-SA introduces range of smart
power monitoring solutions
In line with its IOT focus and strategy, BT-SA has introduced
a range of smart power monitoring solutions that could save
households and companies huge amounts of money in times of
power outages. Power trips, load-shedding, storms, inadequate
general maintenance and bad maintenance of poles are some of the
reasons why monitoring power is a good idea. BT-SA MD Bertie
Strydom says: "Farmers that pump water using electricity need to
know that the process is running smoothly, and hatcheries, the
pharmaceutical, catering and beverage industries would greatly
benefit from knowing about a power outage before it happens.”
www.bt-sa.co.za
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MC614M Mobile Router

Metacom router puts mobile hotspot
where the business is
Industrial communications provider Metacom has revealed its
MC614M Intelligent Router, which ensures robust and reliable WiFi
connectivity anywhere in Africa. The MC614M answers a question
many Metacom clients have been asking – how can we create a
mobile office environment with the benefits of managed services
and without issues around reliability and reach?
www.metacom.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

HARDWARE
Plantronics
presents
BackBeat PRO 2
The BackBeat PRO 2 and
BackBeat PRO 2 Special Edition
from Plantronics are packed
with more premium features
than any other wireless
headphones in their price
range. Featuring NFC pairing
capability and a protective
travel case, the devices are
now available worldwide.
"More people than ever are
ready to cut the cord and
take their audio experience
wireless, but are concerned
they may have to compromise
on the audio quality of their
music and their ability to listen
for long stretches at a time.
BackBeat PRO 2 was designed
with these consumers in
mind," said Tanguy Leborgne,
VP, Consumer Solutions,
Plantronics.
www.plantronics.com

Plantronics
launches
BackBeat 100
Series
Plantronics recently unveiled
its BackBeat 100 Series, the
first hybrid neckband wireless
headphones for calls and music
in the award-winning BackBeat
stereo product family. With
an ultra-light design for easy
all-day wear, the BackBeat 100
Series delivers full-range sound
with solid bass for listening
to music and watching videos
on the go. With a built-in
microphone, clear, hands-free
calls to and from friends, family
and work are just a touch of a
button away. "For many people,
a great pair of headphones is a
constant companion, whether
they're at work, school or on
the move," said Lori Langona,
director of consumer marketing
at Plantronics.
www.plantronics.com

Plantronics solution a boost to
customer service centres
Plantronics recently announced MDA100 QD, uniquely designed to
solve the communications challenges associated with transitioning
from desk phones to softphone-based telephony and unified
communications in call-intensive environments such as customer
service centres "Many customer service centres and other callintensive environments are moving towards softphone-based voice
systems to take advantage of greater cost savings, scalability, process
automation and efficiency – but still must simultaneously manage
traditional desk phone endpoints as they undertake the transition,"
said Robert Manassero, enterprise product marketing manager at
Plantronics. "The Plantronics MDA100 QD switch means one less
headache for organisations in the midst of this evolution.”
www.plantronics.com

FINANCIAL
COMPUTING

The rise of
consulting
services at
accounting firms

Seagate offers flash acceleration
Seagate Technology has introduced the ClusterStor 300N storage
system with Nytro Intelligent I/O Manager, the newest addition to its
family of scale-out storage systems for high-performance computing
and the first with a flash cache accelerator. Powered by the softwarebased Nytro Intelligent I/O Manager, the ClusterStor 300N seamlessly
runs multiple mixed workloads simultaneously on the same storage
platform, eliminating performance bottlenecks that can result when
data demands outpace what the existing storage architecture can
accommodate. Organisations can use it to automatically support
multiple applications that generate a diverse range of I/O workloads on
the same storage platform, without negatively impacting performance.
www.seagate.com

Richard Firth, MIP Holdings

Richard Firth, CEO of MIP Holdings,
says the last few years have seen
a rise of advisory and consulting
services at today's largest audit
firms. He warns that despite the
trusted status of these firms, such
activity may pose risks to audit
quality and investor protection in
days to come.
www.mip.co.za

Are chatbots revolutionising the
customer service industry?

RubiBlue handles
100 000 new
policies per month

SYSPRO says as businesses globally seek to reduce overheads while
boosting customer service and efficiency, there is a meteoric rise of
the chatbot and artificial intelligence (AI), linked to automated and
intelligent self-service. Accordingly, many customer service centres
are currently being converted to self-service centres with the roll-out
of automated customer service software that can proactively and
intelligently isolate and solve customer queries and problems by
analysing their own databases. This could remove the human operator
completely. Chief innovation officer at SYSPRO, Kevin Dherman, adds
that chatbots can field specific queries in natural language.
www.syspro.com

Signing on average 20 new contracts
per month with insurance providers
and funeral homes across southern
Africa, RubiBlue is experiencing
rapid growth through its EasiPol
product alone. "The finance sector is
closing in on fraudulent activity, and
consumers want peace of mind that
their investment is secure," remarks
RubiBlue MD Chris Ogden.
www.rubiblue.co.za

Chris Ogden, RubiBlue
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SECURITY
AgileCloud’s
SyncVault
addresses filesharing security
issues

Avinash Advani, StarLink

Trend Micro,
StarLink
re-energise
channel
Trend Micro Southern Africa
has extended its META-wide
distributor agreement with
IT compliance and nextgeneration threat-driven
solutions provider StarLink to
include sub-Saharan Africa.
With increased investment in
security solutions in the region,
the timing is right, says Avinash
Advani, senior VP for Strategic
Alliances & International
Markets at StarLink.
www.starlinkme.net

The latest ‘Dropbox leak
announcement' is just one
of the more recent so-called
"mega-breaches" revealed
in 2016. Multiple sources can
confirm that the same set of data
containing account details and
passwords for approximately
68 million user accounts was
leaked – whether this data is
up for sale through the Darknet
marketplace is still to be
determined. This hack (and there
have been many more megabeaches) highlights the need for
tighter security. AgileCloud's
SyncVault is a secure enterprise
file-sharing solution, with
client-side encryption, data-atrest encryption in the cloud, true
multi-tenancy with separation
of data, and user-controlled
encryption keys. The offering is
the secure alternative to nonsecure public cloud services.
www.agilecloud.co.za

J2 reveals danger
of complacency in
IT security

John McLoughlin, J2 Software

J2 Software research results show
less than 1% of businesses make use
of encryption on their machine hard
drives and USB external drives. MD
John Mc Loughlin says this means
there is the possibility of massive
data loss if a machine or USB external
drive is missing, lost or stolen.
www.j2.co.za

Sophos
Intercept
X – defence
against
ransomware
Daniel Gombe, CEO of Sochin
Technologies, a Sophos
partner, believes staying
protected against cyber
attacks is no longer just about
Daniel Gombe, Sochin Technologies
having the latest security
solution, but rather, a more holistic view of the entire IT ecosystem,
including but not limited to regular training for employees.
www.soit.co.za

Top five cyber
security trends
for 2017

Andrew Odendaal, J2 Software

Appointment
strengthens J2
Software’s SOC
J2 Software has announced a major
boost to its Security Operations
Centre (SOC) services with the
appointment of Andrew Odendaal
to the role of director cyber
services. Odendaal, previously
global chief information security
officer for MTN, has over 18 years’
experience in cyber security, both
locally and internationally.
www.j2.co.za

Every year the security
landscape evolves, with attacks
becoming more sophisticated
and targeted. Today, everyone
is at risk of becoming a victim
of an online attack, says Carey
van Vlaanderen, CEO at ESET
Southern Africa. The company
predicts the trends will continue
in 2017 and there is potential
for cross-pollination as they
evolve. For example, using
infected IOT devices to extort
commercial Web sites by
threatening DDOS attack, or
locking IOT devices to charge
a ransom. Top security trends
include ransomware, Internet of
things, mobile security breaches,
security education and social
responsibility, as well as cyber
security legislation.
www.eset.com

BUSINESS

ESET introduces Threat
Intelligence service

Lorge ready to make
waves at premier exhibition

ESET now offers a Threat Intelligence service that predicts and
proactively notifies customers of real-time threats targeting their
businesses, so they can be more flexible when adapting to a rapidly
changing threat landscape. The service will be rolled out through 2017.
Built on a unique blend of ESET’s core disciplinary knowledge and latest
technologies, ESET Threat Intelligence allows users to understand and
manage business risks, mitigate threats and improve the effectiveness
of their own defence systems. "It is hard to predict a possible targeted
attack or malware campaign with only the information from within the
company's networks," says Steve Flynn, director at ESET South Africa.
www.eset.com

Lorge Consulting Services, a specialist provider of business
management and business intelligence solutions for the past 30
years, joined a host of key industry stakeholders, international and
regional business delegates and strategic role-players gathering
in Botswana in November 2016. They attended the 11th Edition
of the country's premier business-to-business (b2b) and multisectoral exposition, held in Gaborone and hosted by the Botswana
Investment and Trade Centre. This calendar-highlight event,
known as the Global Expo Botswana (2016), attracted thousands of
exhibitors and attendees over its four-day duration.
www.lorge.co.za
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INTERNET
Revealing
new Stratus
Technologies
research

Adobe Connect:
Leader in Web
conferencing
2016

Three-quarters of IT
applications cannot tolerate a
typical unplanned downtime
incident, according to
the results of the ‘Highly
Available and Fault-Tolerant
Infrastructure Considerations
Survey’, conducted by Stratus
Technologies. The research
revealed the vast majority
of production servers and
services are not intended
to tolerate the length of an
average unplanned downtime
incident, which was reported
at 87 minutes. This becomes
even more concerning when
53% of applications cannot
handle more than 15 minutes
of downtime, and yet 80%
of downtime incidents are
reported to last more than
15 minutes. IT decisionmakers look to fault-tolerant
solutions to avoid millions of
dollars in losses.
www.stratus.com

Adobe Connect has once
again been named a leader
in Gartner's Magic Quadrant
for Web Conferencing report
for 2016. Gartner's Web
conferencing report analyses
real-time collaboration tools
that support interactions
over a network, between
participants. "As a key local
distributor for Adobe, we
are pleased to see Adobe
Connect recognised in this
report by Gartner," says
Jeremy Matthews, CEO of
Dax Data. "We place a strong
focus on promoting Connect's
benefits, particularly when
doing business in Africa.”
Its positioning in this report
is evidence of Adobe's
continued commitment to
delivering a platform that
provides best-in-class virtual
meetings, training and
Webinars.
www.daxdata.co.za

Access cloud
services
via a single
plane of glass
As companies expand their use
of the cloud to cover everything
from backup and storage to
mission-critical applications,
they are starting to expect more
of a plug-and-play feel with their
services, explains EOH Cloud
Services. Moreover, provisioning and deployment of services need to be
simplified. “As the cloud becomes the standard approach to technology
in many organisations, they are finding that access to what they need,
when they need it, requires opening and using many platforms. This is
not only time-consuming, it causes other headaches for IT and business
alike," says Richard Vester, group executive of Cloud Services at EOH.
www.eohcloud.co.za

ESET Southern Africa’s
advice to Black Friday shoppers
ESET Southern Africa offered some advice to those who participated in
Black Friday 2016, which Deloitte predicted would be historic in terms
of the number of bargain hunters expected to participate. It was also the
first time shoppers would spend as much money in the virtual realm as
in brick-and-mortar stores. The same survey estimated total holiday
sales in 2016 would reach as much as $1 trillion, meaning the millions
of transactions also offer millions of opportunities for deceptive cyber
criminals. To counter the threat, the company advised online shoppers
to use a safe connection, protect devices and always check the URL.
www.eset.com

NETWORKING
DFA enhances
service through
Ciena Blue Planet

Metacom builds CHM Vuwani,
loyal customer
Entuity team up
community using Entuity, the definitive source of
multimedia
network insight, has confirmed

Rean van Niekerk, Metacom

Industrial communications
provider Metacom is investing
in interactive communication
solutions for retailers, which
allow them to differentiate,
engage and communicate with
their customers. The company
says the solution is far more than
just a visual digital experience
and includes audio, WiFi and
content elements as well.
www.metacom.co.za

ICT INSIGHT
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za

Contact sales@itweb.co.za for any sales enquiries.

that CHM Vuwani will serve as a key
reseller, strengthening the availability
of Entuity Network Management in
the sub-Saharan Africa marketplace.
CHM Vuwani delivers market
knowledge, training, professional
services and contemporary
technology products. "The addition
of Entuity to our portfolio will equip
our customers with a trusted, proven
network management solution that
brings superior effectiveness beyond
the scope of traditional products.
Growing enterprises in our territory
need a strong foundation to manage
their network that keeps pace
with technology and provides the
best network performance," states
Shailendra Harri of CHM Vuwani.
www.chmvuwani.co.za

Dark Fibre Africa (DFA), SA's leading
provider of open-access fibre
infrastructure, is deploying Ciena's
Blue Planet orchestration software
to automate the delivery of Ethernet
services across its existing multivendor network. DFA will benefit
from increased programmability
of its network to more efficiently
roll-out existing services, and
rapidly turn up new offerings. DFA
will also leverage Blue Planet to
launch its new Magellan suite of
Ethernet managed services. "As we
expand to provide more Ethernet
and virtualised services, we are
investing in technologies that help us
streamline the process and make this
change economical,” says Andreas
Uys, CTO, DFA.
www.willcom.co.za
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NETWORKING

Duxbury Networking’s Nighthawk X10

Introducing Netgear’s
Nighthawk router
Duxbury Networking, the distributor of Netgear products,
has announced details of a new ‘smart' WiFi router featuring
802.11ac and 802.11ad WiFi technology. Dubbed the Nighthawk
X10 AD7200, the solution is designed to deliver ultra-smooth
4K streaming while supporting virtual reality gaming, instant
downloads and instant backup applications.
www.duxbury.co.za

Accedian wins
awards for
SkyLIGHT network
performance

Orchestrated
NFV-PM
for cloud-based
services

Network performance expert
Accedian has won two industry
awards for its SkyLIGHT platform,
the communication industry's first
virtualised network performance
assurance solution. Accedian's
SkyLIGHT platform was chosen
by the judges of the 2016 Fierce
Innovation Awards as the winning
entry for the "Network Test and
Measurement" category. According
to the judges: "Accedian's focus
on monitoring and assurance
of effective QOS in increasingly
complex network world is unique.
Enabling carriers to make smart,
proactive, real-time decisions
on network utilisation provides
a clear ROI for its customers. The
innovation and proven deployments
put Accedian in a strong position
as carriers continue making NFV
architecture decisions."
www.willcom.co.za

Virtualised network
services enable cloud-based
service providers to turn
up new services anywhere,
on demand and with
minimal expense. While
this addresses the highly
dynamic nature of services
in today's network, it
challenges the performance
assurance requirements
needed to satisfy customer
service level agreements
(SLAs), according to
Willcom. This flexibility,
driven by orchestrated backoffice solutions, is creating
a new reality in enterprise
services. At the same time,
enterprise customers still
expect these virtualised
network services to meet or
exceed SLAs.
www.willcom.co.za

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Redstor keeps Pikitup
backups running smoothly

BT business, public sector bolster
ITSM with Remedy Suite

Pikitup, an integrated waste management service provider to
Johannesburg, has been using the Redstor backup solution to ensure
the integrity of its data across its more than 500 computers and
six servers in the city. "Using Redstor has been a smooth process.
From the get-go, we have been impressed by its user-friendliness.
To further enhance our backup strategy, we are also committed to
driving a culture of backup awareness inside the organisation. We
back up approximately 6.22TB of data monthly using Redstor," says
Thobile Mngadi, IT technician at Pikitup. Currently, Pikitup is using
Redstor at its head office and 16 other sites.
www.redstor.com

BMC, the global leader in IT solutions for the digital enterprise, announced
that BT Global Services is leveraging BMC's Remedy IT Service Management
(ITSM) Suite solution to lower costs and increase efficiencies for its
customers, including one of England's largest police forces by geographical
area. Policing is a mission-critical service frequently challenged by tight
budgets, requiring an innovative solution that increases the productivity of
support teams while concurrently reducing costs. With BMC, BT Business
& Public Sector is leading a digital transformation with the aim of reducing
service and support costs by 30% while adding the benefits of modern,
efficient, and secure solutions to support police officers.
www.bmc.com

Tilespace upgrades to Babbage

Sage X3 an engine
for growth at Intercape

Tilespace has been a customer of KCS since 2010. It has two
branches. Tilespace offers an unrivalled selection of exclusive,
imported brands specialising in tiles, sanitary ware, taps and
fittings. It recently upgraded from K8.07 to Babbage. With an
executive board counting on 75 years of collective industry
experience and bolstered by dedicated and experienced
management and staff, the collaboration has been dynamic,
earning Tilespace a highly respected reputation in the marketplace.
Management's daily hands-on approach to the business has
resulted in a culture of agility, intimacy and virtuosity breeding
trust among key suppliers and long-standing clients.
www.kerridgecs.com
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Intercape is the largest intercity bus service in the Southern African
Development Community (SADC), with coaches operating in SA, Namibia,
Botswana, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Malawi and Mozambique. The company
decided, in 2014, to seek a new business management solution because its
systems did not support multi-currencies and were not integrated. In late
2014, Intercape implemented the Sage X3 business management solution
from Sage, the market and technology leader for integrated accounting,
payroll and payment systems. Parity Software was the consulting and
implementation partner for the project. As a result, Intercape has simplified
its financial reporting processes and improved its flexibility.
www.parity.co.za

If you’re in the IT channel, you’re probably used to the fact that IT has its own
language, and we’re not talking Cobol here.
For you, the words ‘mouse’, ‘tablets’ and ‘cloud’ have different
meanings than for most of the population. In your
world, a ‘security consultant’ is someone
who understands firewalls, not a
doorman at Teazers. And a ‘vendor’
isn’t someone who’s trying to sell
you sunglasses at the robot.
Whether you work at a vendor,
distributor, systems integrator,
value-added reseller, managed
services provider, technology
consultancy or run a computer shop,
you need to know what’s going on in the
fast-paced ICT world.
Written exclusively for the South African channel
with an independent focus, The Margin is designed
to provide you with insight into technology trends,
sales opportunities, tips on how to grow your
business and ultimately provide you with the
information you need to improve your margins.
If you want a fresh voice and different conversation
about what’s happening in the channel, The Margin speaks your
language.

To subscribe to receive The Margin magazine in
print for free, visit www.themargin.co.za today.
You can also download digital versions (PDF, or
for iPad and Android).
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Vox, CTU create employment
opportunities for students

Cloud Summit

Date: 9 February
Venue: Focus Rooms,
Sunninghill

Governance, Risk &
Compliance
Date: 21 February
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

MARCH
Business Intelligence
Summit
Date: 14 – 16 March
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

MAY
Security Summit 2017
Date: 16 – 18 May
Venue: Vodacom World,
Midrand

Digital Citizen

Date: 30 May
Venue: Focus Rooms,
Sunninghill

J U LY
Data Centres

Date: 25 July
Venue: Focus Rooms,
Sunninghill

I

ntegrated ICT and connectivity provider,
Vox Telecom, has joined forces with
accredited ICT training institution, CTU
Training Solutions, to offer student work
integrated learning experience across the
spectrum of IT solutions, services and
products offered by the company.
CTU Training Solutions offers full-time,
part-time and corporate IT, design and
business studies. It is a requirement that the
institutions students have work experience
as part of their diploma during their final
year of study.

Come up with a
solution that is cheap
and simple, and they
will buy it.
According to Vox, once the students
have successfully completed their studies,
the company will be in a position to offer
36 high-potential students a 12-month
internship programme in various divisions
of the company, where they will be
equipped with expertise such as IT skills,
Web development and design.
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They will be placed in an area of
the business that can give them work
experience in their chosen field and
as such, the selection process is of key
importance, adds the company.
Speaking shortly after its inaugural
open day with the Pretoria campus, Vox
CEO Jacques du Toit said: "Our business
is growing and we are acutely aware
of the skills shortage in the ICT space.
This partnership will enable us to not
only bolster our workforce, but also
provide students with critical on-thejob experience. Talent development and
retention is a critical outcome of this
partnership. It is a win-win solution."
The inaugural open day took place at
the Vox campus in Waverley recently and
interested students were invited to attend
an introductory session with Du Toit,
followed by short overviews of the six
business divisions within the company.
"We were overwhelmed by the positive
response of the students that we met,
and excited to see the potential of the ICT
workforce of the future. We believe we
have a responsibility to provide talented,
highly skilled young people with the
opportunity to get on-the-job experience,
mentorship and growth opportunities,"
adds Du Toit.
Juanie Newby, group career marketing
director at CTU Training Solutions, says:
"There is an alignment between Vox's
values as an employer and ICT provider
nationally, and those we work to instil in
the students at CTU.
"This alignment, combined with an
opportunity to provide much-needed onthe-job experience for our students, makes
this partnership compelling."
The first intake of students is already
under way, and both organisations say
they look forward to expanding the
programme nationally in the short-term.
"Our vision is to make a significant
contribution to the development of human
capital in SA. Partnering with Vox will
assist us not only to achieve this, but
help in the development of educational
solutions for future jobs. We believe that
through this partnership, Vox will assist
in facilitating employability as a core
outcome, concludes Newby.

SMART COMPUTING
By: ADMIRE MOYO

Top
Jobs

CiTi seeks tech entrepreneurs
to rethink education
.Net Developer

IOT.NXT
At least 3 years work experience as
a dedicated/professional software
developer
Gauteng
R30,000 to R55,000 per month
Ref No: 270556

T

he Cape Innovation and Technology
Initiative (CiTi) has commenced
a proof of concept (POC) on a new
educational technology (edtech) cluster, in
partnership with former UK government
special adviser on education, Jamie Martin.
The edtech cluster will look to build an
ecosystem that supports entrepreneurs
from SA and across Africa to use
technology to re-think education.
In SA, as across the continent, education
is failing, says CiTi. It notes education is
failing to provide the right start in the
early years, failing to teach the basics in
primary education, failing to get students
to get and stay in university places and
jobs. The brunt of this failure is born by the
most disadvantaged communities, who
suffer the resulting high unemployment
and low access to higher education, CiTi
adds.

Ongoing education
with a curriculum
relevant to business
needs will become an
economic and social
imperative.
"The new technology-driven economy
demands relevant and appropriate skills
in order to thrive; we are seeing many
legacy jobs disappearing which drives up
unemployment," says Ian Merrington, CEO
of CiTi.
"Ongoing education with a curriculum
relevant to business needs will become
an economic and social imperative.
Technology can be a great enabler of
education and skills development,
particularly in Africa, which is why we
have chosen to focus on edtech."
According to CiTi, business as usual –

Senior IT Engineer

FIRST CONSULTING ALLIANCE
; VoIP Setup and Configuration Good
working knowledge
; Routing and IP Expert
; Firewalls and Security Expert
Gauteng
R30,000 to R40,000 per month
Ref No: 271268

the same flawed attempts to copy systems
from more developed countries – cannot be
the solution.
It believes that in African countries faced
with fundamental problems of distance and
infrastructure and with acute shortages of
quality teachers and schools, technology
can transform educational standards.
"For the past several years, we have set
education as a key priority within CiTi's
strategy through the CapaCiTi Tech Job
Readiness Programme," says Alethea
Hagemann, head of skills at CiTi.
"Our internal drive to stimulate an edtech
ecosystem has also served as a catalyst to
modernise our existing skills development
model, and deliver our own educational
programmes with greater impact and scale
through online learning, with a recently
completed proof of concept as well as new
online learning programmes due to launch
in 2017."
Throughout the POC period, CiTi will
talk to funders, start-ups, educators,
government, foundations and ordinary
citizens from across Africa about what the
organisation needs to do to support existing
edtech entrepreneurs to scale their impact
and to help others begin new innovations.
"We will also begin doing it – developing
a cluster of innovative edtech companies
in the Bandwidth Barn, Cape Town, and
working with start-ups from across the
continent to develop better products and
bring them to more learners," Merrington
concludes.
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PHP Developer

PAYBEE
Proficient in PHP framework Laravel 5
and above
Gauteng
Market related
Ref No: 271130

Customer Support
Engineer

STRATUS COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGIES
Ideally with a minimum of 5 years
experience in a customer facing
support role
Gauteng
R45,000 to R55,000 per month
Ref No: 270784

Senior Java Developer

TRUTEQ
Active user of Java, Linux and other
open source software to develop
applications
Gauteng
R30,000 to R50,000 per month
Ref No: 271433

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294

COMPANY NEWS

TECHFORUM
Omni-channel is
the only way
to communicate
in business
ICT has progressed to a point
where it makes no sense for
businesses to use single or onedimensional channels. Today,
the advent of social networks,
social media and other
interactive platforms means any
sized business in any sector or
industry can extend its reach to
a wide audience immediately.
Fred Steinberg, MD of customer
communication solutions
provider Communication
Genetics says omni-channel
communication has become the
order of the day and involves
the use of several platforms,
often simultaneously, including
print, e-mail, social, SMS and
MMS. These offer many more
ways to engage the customer,
says Steinberg.
www.communicationgenetics.
com

The four pillars of
CX Management
Effective customer experience
management has become
the Holy Grail of global
businesses, as analysts point
to experience as the biggest
business differentiator and
competitive advantage an
organisation can have, says
Nicholas Leck, Microsoft
Solutions Executive: Customer
Experience Management at
EOH MC Solutions. Digitisation
and personalisation of the
experience are key to improving
customer experience (CX),
but these factors must be
approached in a strategic way
– there can be no one-size-fitsall model for CX excellence.
Personalisation is crucial
because people are tired of the
irrelevant barrage of advertising
and offers they have to process.
The real value of personalisation
lies in relevance.
www.eohmc.co.za

Embracing multi-cloud could
increase profit
Local business solutions provider One Channel says companies that
have migrated the majority of their business systems to the cloud
save on average more than 20% in IT spending as a percentage
of revenue. One Channel CEO Bernard Ford says the benefits of
cloud will continue to increase. "As the world of cloud evolves,
it's important to distinguish between siloed cloud environments
versus a multi-cloud approach. Some people have a perception
that the cloud means a single cloud. However, to really take
advantage of the cloud, you need to understand that there isn't
going to be just one cloud, but many of them."
www.onechannel.co.za

EOH offers
tips for
optimising
network
performance
WAN optimisation manages
network traffic by lowering
redundancy and inefficiency
in network traffic, says
Eduard du Plessis, MD of
EOH Network Solutions.
Du Plessis says they are
Eduard du Plessis, EOH Network Solutions
often required to deploy
technologies and solutions in isolated trouble spots, often without
an all-encompassing strategy or real visibility into the network.
www.eoh-ns.co.za
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UX consultant’s
role expands in
2017

UX at EOH MC

UX consultants must understand
the future landscape so that
when they get there, they will be
equipped to continue delivering
value to their clients, say Daran
Mayhew-Ferreira, UX consultant,
and Justin Evans, head of UX at
EOH MC. The rule: ‘If you aren’t
speaking to users, you aren’t
doing UX’ still stands.
www.eohmc.co.za

Modern water
control systems
boost public
safety

RDR, FAIS and
robo-advice:
an appropriate
advice solution?

A common issue for water
and wastewater facilities is
their SCADA and HMI systems
are getting old. They're
going down unexpectedly,
which leaves operators
flying blind. And older
systems typically lack critical
hooks into analytics, says
John Fryer, senior director
of Product Marketing at
Stratus Technologies. Unlike
traditional implementations
that run each industrial
automation application on
a dedicated physical PC or
server, virtualisation lets you
run multiple applications on
a single machine, with each
application isolated on its
own "virtual" machine. That
saves money on hardware,
simplifies management
and lays the foundation for
introducing new applications
and technologies.
www.stratus.com

Commentators on the
FSB's Retail Distribution
Review document in 2014
highlighted the need to
include or address roboadvice as part of the
RDR efforts, says Juanita
Moolman, a partner at
Webber Wentzel's Financial
Regulatory Practice. One
must ask whether outcomesbased regulation, where the
FSB would set the customer
protection outcomes that
an FSP must achieve, could
ultimately pave the way for
robo-advice solutions to
find traction? While the FSP
implements the required
processes to achieve those
outcomes, would it not
be more effective to find a
robo-advice solution that can
balance customer protection
against the benefits of
innovation and convenience?
www.webberwentzel.com

How to manage expat
employee payroll in Africa
With Africa’s economy on the rise, you need to ensure your
expat employee salaries are unaffected by a transfer to a foreign
office, and your company stays compliant across all its African
operations, says PaySpace director Bruce van Wyk. According to
the company, factors such as rapid urbanisation, technological
advances and a young population hungry for work are driving
this growth and creating a wealth of opportunities. As such,
multinationals looking to expand their operations in pursuit of
new business have Africa firmly in their sights.
www.payspace.com

Introducing the digital talent bursary
worth up to US $10 000 from:

Are you the digital talent of tomorrow?
Brainstorm and Digital Skills Academy are
offering a chance to win a place on Digital Skills
Academy’s highly acclaimed international B.Sc.
degree programmes in digital skills, covering
full tuition fees worth up to US $10 000.*

The bursary programme is open to working
professionals in financial services, telecoms,
media, technology and other sectors in
South Africa, that meet the criteria of being
‘Promising Digital Talent’.

Apply now at www.DigitalSkillsAcademy.com/bursary
*Terms and conditions apply. Closing date for entries is 28 november 2016.
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